
The Bible’s sixty-six books include thirty-nine books of the Jewish Bible, known to
Christians as the Old Testament, and twenty-seven books of the New Testament.
Christians regard these sixty-six books as their scriptures or canon, meaning the
God-inspired authoritative texts of the faith. Those who led the Christian faith
during its formation took several hundred years to agree on the canon, to arrive at
these sixty-six books as universally accepted. History credits church father
Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, as the first to compile the complete list of all
sixty-six of these books, in 367 A.D. The Synod of Hippo affirmed the list
twenty-six years later, as did the Council of Carthage a few years later in 397 A.D.

The Jews had of course come to their canon at a much earlier date, given that the
latest of their Old Testament books predated Christ by several hundred years. On
the Israelites’ 539 B.C. return from captivity in Babylon, prophets Ezra and
Nehemiah turned the nation again to Moses’s ancient law books, ensuring their
place in the Jewish canon. The remaining Old Testament books took canonical form
before Christ’s birth, stimulated by the need to transmit reliable writings to Jews
who were spreading out of their ancestral home. The Jews had their book, their
Bible, in single form when the Messiah came, simplifying its inclusion in the
Christian canon. In Luke 24:44, Jesus referred to these books as the Law of Moses,
the Prophets, and Psalms.

The process by which the Christian canon took shape began, understandably, with
the making and sharing of many writings. Those who saw and knew Jesus, like
John and the other disciples, and those who heard reliable eyewitnesses describe
Jesus and his words and actions, like Luke and John Mark, were writing accounts to
transmit among the churches. Others, though, were also writing accounts, others
who were not eyewitnesses or consulting reliable eyewitnesses, or who had their
own distorted or fantasized view or other agenda. The writings about Jesus thus
quickly and foreseeably became a mix of reliable and unreliable accounts.

Churches shared these accounts, noting their differences. Practices and doctrines
began to develop but also to differ, which would have happened even had only one
accurate account existed. However, some of the many spurious accounts led to
sharp differences in core beliefs and practices. Practices that clearly had nothing to
do with Jesus’s words and actions, with his good news, or with the Spirit-led



ministry of the disciples, took root in some churches, developing into clearly
heretical sects. Church historians identify some of these sects, such as one led by a
wealthy merchant Marcion, who denied that the Old Testament God was the New
Testament God, and an ecstatic visionary Montanus, who taught that he was the
spokesperson for a new Spirit age superseding Jesus.

Church leaders were thus working throughout the early church to identify and
promote the reliable accounts that eventually formed the Christian Bible,
Christianity’s canon, while challenging and rejecting unreliable accounts. In doing
so, these leaders applied sensible criteria, ensuring that they confirmed only
Spirit-infused, God-ordained writings. They accepted only books that were written
by God’s prophets whom God’s actions confirmed. They accepted only books that
told truths about God that produced evidence of God’s power. And they accepted
only books that God’s people, those confirmed in the faith, accepted without
dispute.

What their work confirmed is for us today the greatest of miracles and marvels, not
just Christianity’s treasure but the world’s answer, the book of living truth. Even the
canon’s structure is extraordinary. For instance, that Christianity has not just one
gospel but four gospels from which to draw, each with its own perspective, each for
its own audience, each with its own details, but overlapping with one another, gives
Christians a remarkably rich and reliable account. The Bible’s development and
confirmation during Christianity’s first few hundred years was especially
remarkable in that new religions in Roman territory were illegal. Christians suffered
frequent persecution including confiscations of lands and properties, destruction of
writings, and death. Yet the Spirit’s work continued in the canon’s shaping.

We should today find nothing suspicious about developing a canon in this way, out
of the contrast and comparison of contemporaneous or near-contemporaneous
writings, while examining the quality of their sources. The modern press operates
the same way today as scribes operated then, reliable in rare cases but the rest
promptly distorting and fantasizing events to reinforce their own perspectives and
agendas. Professional writers and reporters cannot agree on what happened
yesterday, no less a month, year, or decade ago. Even reputable historians, scholars,



and academics today disagree on the course of events, character of actors, and
meaning of actions within the past few decades or years.

Note, too, that heretical movements still arise today out of writings, whether ancient
or new, reputedly discovered in caves, inscribed on metal plates, delivered from
heaven, or dug from the ground, to support their views, attached in some way to
Christianity, as also happens in every other religion. Some movements or sects deny
Christ’s divinity, treating him instead as a prophet. Others deny the Godhead’s
trinitarian form. Others deny Christ’s virgin birth, while others treat the good news,
Christ’s sacrifice, as just another of many ways to heaven. Cults identify a new,
recent, or still-living prophet to follow, even another Christ. Adherents to these
heretical movements alter clear and originally established fundamentals of the
Christian faith, using non-canonical writings.

And so, developing the Christian canon in this organic process, identifying the
writings that God’s Spirit inspired, is both natural and understandable. It in no sense
reduces but instead increases the Bible’s authenticity and reliability. Indeed, if one
omitted the Bible’s sixty-six books, and as an editor then assembled any other
writings into a book of similar length, subject, and breadth, then one would still
have nothing like the Bible as a revelation of God. One would instead have a
mishmash of useless value and insensible structure. The Bible’s books belong
together because God inspired them in their recorders, as his revelation of his
relationship with humankind. Accept the Bible for what it is, rather than casting
suspicion that, rather than condemning the Bible, condemns the caster.

Christians celebrate rather than hide from this history of their canon. Given the
reliability, practicality, and authenticity with which the canon developed, no one
need pretend that someone dug up the Bible whole or first discovered it complete in
an urn somewhere. The development of writings in the decades that followed
Christ’s earthly ministry, and the Spirit-inspired selection of canonical writings over
the few centuries that followed, under the most-sensible criteria, is the most-reliable
way to produce an accurate record. Writers and scholars today proceed by the same
methods, creating, comparing, contrasting, and studying many accounts, and then
choosing them over an extended period against rigorous criteria, to discern accurate
histories.



A mark of a genuine faith is its trustworthiness. No one who trusts in the Bible need
accept that it tells a myth. No myth, the Bible’s good news is instead a highly
reliable record of real if miraculous events. Trust the Bible. Indeed, revere it. It is an
incomparable work, the word of God, telling of God’s living Word.


